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Gov’t to Consider Adding Sunday as Day of Rest
“Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu on Monday tasked the Head of the National Economic Council, Professor Eugene Kandel, with examining the 
possibility of making Sunday an additional day of rest instead of a regular work day.” – We already know there are dozens of SDA churches keeping 
Sunday holy. But many of us have been wondering how the Jews were going to fall in line with Rome on this since they are not the fi rst, but they are the 
oldest known race of Sabbath keepers on earth. As we saw how Rome used the “work day” issue in Europe as a pivoting point, we now see this may 
work in Israel as well. So, for all those that still claim Sunday Laws are a bogus prophecy. What say ye now? Jul 06 11, 12:07:51 

Together for Decent Working Hours!
“On 20 June, some 65 civil society organizations, trade unions and Churches launched the European Sunday Alliance at an event held in the European 
Economic and Social Committee (EESC) in Brussels.” – Articles like this have to make scoffers that claim Sunday Laws are a bogus prophecy appear 
biblically inept to say the least. Sadly, in Christendom today, most don’t study prophecy. Therefore articles like this that proclaim the mark of the Beast 
is soon in coming are completely ignored. Jul 05 11, 12:07:41

Senator: Constitution Doesn’t Defi ne Presidential Eligibility
“One member of Congress suggests it actually is the U.S. State Department that sets the eligibility requirements for presidents, not the Constitution, 
and another says anyone with concerns about the heated dispute should go to court, where not a single judge has been willing to hear arguments on 
the merits.” – In other words, they know he is not eligible to be president. Asking birthers go to court is nothing short of laughing in their face. They know 
there isn’t a single judge in the land that will risk his robe to hear such a case. They know what happened to the guy in Hawaii that proved Obama wasn’t 
born there. He’s now unemployed. Rome must keep a Muslim in the White house until their plans to enforce the mark are set up. This “in your face” 
predicated end run around the Constitution confi rms they will do anything to assure that end. Jul 05 11, 12:07:40

American Constitution Faces ‘Progressive’ Threat
“Still more White House offi cials, including Attorney General Eric Holder, have ties to an effort funded by billionaire George Soros to push for a new, 
“progressive” U.S. Constitution. ...In April 2005, Sunstein opened up a conference at Yale Law School entitled “The Constitution in 2020,” which sought 
to change the nature and interpretation of the Constitution by that year.” – Rome did it in Europe, Rome did it in the Middle East, and Rome will do it in 
America just as Christian prophecy predicted long ago! Jul 04 11, 02:07:46

Support Traditional Marriage? ‘You’re Dead’
“A federal court in Tacoma, Wash., has been asked to order that the names of signatories of a state petition seeking to protect traditional marriage be 
redacted to protect them from death threats from homosexual activists.” – Imagine if a Christian made that statement, but in a biblical way by echoing 
Romans 6:23. It would no doubt cause the Christian much grief, even though it is truth. But truth is not loved in this age of lying. Still, does this mean 
there will soon be laws in the land protecting Christians from Homosexuals like there are laws protecting homosexuals from Christians? No, that won’t 
happen. Prophecy says Christians will be killed for the truth they preach, and so they will. Nevertheless, will this stop the preaching? Not at all, when 
Rome tried using torturing and killing Christians during the dark ages it actually made the Christian voice even louder. Today, it’s about to be a very loud 
cry! Jul 03 11, 01:07:26

Exxon’s Yellowstone Oil Spill: Up to 1K Barrels
“Hundreds of barrels of crude oil spilled into Montana’s Yellowstone River after an ExxonMobil pipeline beneath the riverbed ruptured, sending a plume 
25 miles downstream and forcing temporary evacuations, offi cials said.” – Notice the hypocrisy of our governing offi cials. They enforce laws upon the 
citizens “protecting” such areas from pollution to the point of large fi nes or jailing them. Yet the very ones that pass such laws drill and transport some 
of the most deadly toxins known to nature right through the very same lands their citizens are prosecuted for polluting! This is one more way to defi ne 
the prophesied unjust laws. Jul 03 11, 01:07:26

Terror Threat -- U.S. Churches in Danger
“With the recent airing of an al-Qaeda video that encourages Muslims to attack religious institutions, Christian churches are being warned.” – As Islam 
is allowed to dig in deep within American politics, it’s obvious they’re here to stay. That being the case, all those churches that won’t join with them like 
the SDA church, the Roman Catholic church and others like them, one can rest assured there will be some “suspicious” church problems in the near 
future. This is yet another reason the true church will do as the fi rst Christian churches did. They 
will meet in homes to keep the Truth fl owing far and wide. And as we saw with the loaves and 
fi shes, the Lord can take what little we do to feed thousands! Jul 01 11, 01:07:07

Jews Blast US Talks with Brotherhood
“The Obama administration’s decision to enter a dialogue with Egypt’s once-banned Muslim 
Brotherhood is a “sell-out” to the Europeans that should be overturned, a US anti-Semitism 
group said on Thursday.” – Rome knows they need the Muslims to be available to help them 
kill Christians when the legalized global death penalty is put forth. Therefore, a dialog with 
the American president who not only promotes, but can relate to the Muslim brotherhood 
would be essential. Now do you see why they needed a Muslim in the White house? Jul 01 
11, 01:07:07

Chinese GM Cows Make Human Breast Milk
“Chinese scientists have genetically modifi ed dairy cows to produce human breast milk, and 
hope to be selling it in supermarkets within three years. ...There are 1.5 billion people in the 
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world who don’t get enough to eat. It’s our duty to develop science and technology, not to hold it back. We need to feed people fi rst, before we consider 
ideals and convictions.” –I’m sure other companies that use questionable methods can also use the same lame excuse in the coming days. In any event, 
it’s becoming more diffi cult now to fi nd safe food in the market. But then, that too was prophesied. Truth is, not only will you avoid martial law, riots, pan-
demics, massive crime, and temptation on multiple levels by leaving the cities. You can grow your own food in rural areas without worrying about your 
starving neighbor stealing it. Jun 30 11, 12:06:55

Martial Law Provision Secretly Passed in Congress Committee
“The Terrorism and Counterterrorism Program senior counsel for Human Rights Watch, Andrea Prasow said “mandatory military detention is what 
martial-law states do, not democracies.” – So I guess all those scoffers that claimed I was insane when I stated Walmart trucks leased by the US Gov-
ernment with thousands of signs in them that read, “this city is under martial law” have been discovered overweight at weigh stations? The powers that 
be know they have the ability to do this, and so they will. At present, it’s only with “terrorists” they claim to be focused on. However, Christians have been 
called terrorists by our government since June of 2003. That being the case. If they can tag a historically known passive group of people as “terrorists,” 
how safe is anyone walking the streets today? Jun 29 11, 11:59:01

Pope Benedict Calls Eucharist ‘Antidote’ to Modern Ills
“The Eucharist is the medicine which can heal our individualist society, Pope Benedict XVI said in his midday Angelus address on Corpus Christi Sun-
day.” – The Vatican said the exact same thing during their 1260 reign of terror when they tortured and killed over 500,000,000 Christians. If you refused 
to bow to the Pagan Eucharist, you were killed. As the wound of Antichrist heals, he will be re-introducing his false god to the people. Look around and 
you will see that the Eucharist of Rome has already been accepted by many non-Catholic churches simply because they are under the Vatican’s rule 
when they joined the World Council of Churches. This includes the SDA church, who is already promoting the Eucharist of Rome. As prophesied, the 
killings will start again. But this time it will be very short lived. It will end in their eternal demise. Jun 27 11, 13:22:20

Interfaith Service at Washington National Cathedral
“In the center aisle, in place of the baptismal fountain, candle-lit stands bore three books: a Bible, a Torah and a Koran. When a visitor asked a nearby 
usher what to do, the usher replied: “This is a totally different service than what we usually do. There’s no wrong answer.”– When you look at what 
happened this day you can see that only the false gods of hell were present at that worship service. For the Word is plain in that the true God does not 
partake in idol worship no matter how much they gild the lily. Jun 27 11, 13:22:19

Vatican Blesses GMOs, Though ‘Unoffi cially’
“Despite attempts by the Vatican to remain publicly neutral, WikiLeaks recently uncovered a transmission from Christopher Sandrolini, a US diplomat to 
the Holy See, that demonstrates the Vatican’s clandestine approval of GM crops.” –The pope knows just as Monsanto knows, GMO crops will adversely 
affect the mind as well as the body so as to sicken large populations over time. It’s a win win for everyone with a vested interest in such money making op-
portunities. But none so vested as the Vatican who needs to have an easy go of it when it comes time to enforce their mark upon mankind. As prophesied, 
they will use drugs of all sorts to manipulate those that allow them to. Sadly, at present, that’s the majority of people on this planet. Jun 26 11, 11:20:32

Housecall for Health: Dishwasher Fungus
FYI: “Scientists have found a possibly harmful fungus that seems to thrive in the steamy environment, surviving high temperatures and harsh detergents. 
In samples taken in nearly 200 homes in six continents, scientists found 56% of dishwashers contained this fungus, described as a black yeast, on the 
rubber seal of the appliance door.” – Those that chose not to walk with Christ are truly on their own. Things like this are lurking everywhere. Without 
protection of the Lord promised upon His obedient people, how can anyone combat such an assault as this. Worse yet, when the plagues hit, and they 
will, things like this, along with all the calamities lately will be considered small and insignifi cant compared to what’s in store for those that deny Christ. By 
the way, this is another reason why Satan convinced people not to trust the Bible. He thrives on catching his victims off guard. Remember the Bubonic 
plague? All those souls would have never died had they followed simple methods outlined in Scripture when it comes to handling waste. But Rome 
removed the Bibles from the hands of the common man, and hundreds of millions died. Jun 26 11, 11:56:31

Shocker! Churches Promoting Islam
“Dozens of churches, from Park Hill Congregational in Denver to Hillview United Methodist in Boise, Idaho, and First United Lutheran in San Francisco to 
St. Elizabeth’s Episcopal Church in Honolulu, are planning to send “a message both here at home and to the Arab and Muslim world about our respect for 
Islam” with a time to read the Quran during worship this Sunday.” – This is expected seeing how all the churches have already agreed to allow the Pope 
to lead them when they joined the one world Church back in 2000. The leaders of all the churches must follow orders or they will lose all their tax and 
political benefi ts. This is why so many churches, including the SDA church have agreed to merge Islam with Christianity. This new amalgamation will allow 
for prophecy to be fulfi lled wherein church leaders will look to behead those refusing to bow to the Roman mark of Sunday worship. Sadly, many weak 
Christians will bow for fear of being killed because they haven’t made the Word their daily bread. Without daily spiritual nourishment, they cannot have 
the faith to stand fi rm. For more information on all sorts of political movements towards the prophesied Sunday Laws, click here. Jun 24 11, 09:47:16

Obama’s DoD Nominee Caught in 1-World Scheme
“CIA Director Leon Panetta, President Obama’s nominee for secretary of defense, co-chaired an initiative to regulate U.S. oceans and cede them to 
United Nations-based international law. Panetta’s oceans initiative was a key partner of an organization, Citizens for Global Solutions, that promotes 
world government.” – No matter how much the nonbeliever scoffs, the rapid fulfi llment of Christian prophecy has to at least be embarrassing to some 
of them. Jun 23 11, 11:50:49

Steak Made from Human Excrement: Is It Safe?
“The mere idea is stomach-churning: creating food from human feces. But researchers in Japan say they have done just that. They have synthesized 
meat from proteins found in human waste, according to news reports.” -The minds of many have fi nally tipped over the edge of common sense it seems. 
And they call themselves scientists!? Soon it will be diffi cult to tell which meat is edible and which isn’t. Now do you see why the Lord is changing His 
people’s diet to that of Eden? In fact, most of the remnant have already become Vegans decades ago. Jun 23 11, 11:54:58

Radioactive Leaks Found at 75% of US Nuke Sites
“Radioactive tritium has leaked from three-quarters of U.S. commercial nuclear power sites, often into groundwater from corroded, buried piping, an As-
sociated Press investigation shows. The number and severity of the leaks has been escalating, even as federal regulators extend the licenses of more 
and more reactors across the nation.” – One can only wonder if all these leaks are connected with the rise in strange diseases all across the land. In 
any event, prophecy did say disease would run rampant today, and allowances like this are most assuredly a major factor in all this. Also see this article 
(http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/43475479/ns/us_news-environment/ ) for more info. Jun 22 11, 11:36:49

Catholic Church Holds Mass for “Gay Pride”
“A Mass at St. Cecilia’s Church intended to celebrate gay pride month that sparked controversy and was canceled by the Archdiocese of Boston has 
been rescheduled for next month, church offi cials said yesterday.” – Will this lure more people into thinking homosexuality is perfectly acceptable? As I 
stated back in my February 2004 Truth Provided Newsletter, yes, that’s exactly what the Vatican’s going for here. They know that the more people they 
can get to embrace homosexuality, the lower their child rape lawsuit dollar amounts are expected to go. With Rome, history proves  it’s always been 
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about 4 things. Money, power, defaming Christ, and glorifying Satan. And no, for those about to email me regarding that fact, I am not making this up. I 
didn’t write the History books that have documented the Vatican’s past for all to see. The thousands of pages exposing the Popes on my website alone 
proves that hands down. Jun 22 11, 11:24:52

Italy Will Fight Last Stand in Debt Crisis
“We believe that the fi nal battle will be fought on the picturesque shores of Italy, resulting in Rome’s emergence as either hero or villain with respect to 
the survival of the euro.” – In other words, this is EXACTLY where Rome planned to be long ago when they forced the European Union into existence. 
This kind of control grants them all sorts of perks towards being the “hero” that saves the day wherein all of mankind will bow to them in appreciation. 
All except the remnant of course. By the way, did you notice the Euro fl ag? It’s an exact duplicate of Rome’s Pagan goddess “Queen of Heaven.” No 
coincidence there. The fact they are sitting in the driver’s seat with the euro right now proves that was by no means a coincidence. This control is a must 
of they are to enforce Sunday Laws in that region. Jun 21 11, 13:57:00

New Fault Can Burst Dam and Kill Hundreds of Thousands
“Scientist from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers using laser imaging technology have discovered a new fault line just 200 yards away from the Martis 
Creek Dam in California. They are warning if the fault shifts it could trigger a massive 6.9 earthquake that would burst the dam unleashing fl ood waters 
that would destroy thousands of homes in the area with the potential to fl ood the nearby city of Reno, Nevada.” – Just one more thing for the wicked to 
look upon with “fear and trembling” as we get closer to the end. Jun 21 11, 13:57:00

Japan Facing Magma Surges, Volcanic Fury, Another 9.0 Quake
“If one or more of these giants blow, the land will be covered by 2 to 4 meters of ash and toxic gas. That, in turn, would completely shut down roads, 
power and water, meaning all the nuclear reactors in northern Japan would melt down.” – The prophecy of Luke 21:26 is easily seen as fulfi lled in today’s 
world. Even an atheist is fearful now. Amazingly though, not one of the remnant people have such fear because of obedience to His Word blesses us 
with promises of protection for all that’s happening today. Jun 21 11, 14:07:36

Sunday Protection Expert Conference
“COMECE is a supporter of the European Sunday Alliance, a network of national Sunday Alliances, trade unions, civil society organizations and religious 
communities committed to raise awareness of the unique value of synchronised free time for our European societies.” – Just as Christian prophecy 
predicted, Sunday Laws will be coming to the World very soon. This is why the Vatican was so involved in the rewriting of the EU’s constitution in De-
cember of 2009. The prophesied Antichrist now has the legal wherewithal to enforce the mark. It doesn’t matter anymore how many scoffers there are 
out there anymore. We now have a literal mountain of evidence listed on this site that the Antichrist in Rome is doing exactly as Jesus said He would. 
Jun 20 11, 13:35:19

Rising Water, Falling Journalism
“...some people haven’t forgotten that fl ooding is what caused the power loss at the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant and the disastrous partial 
meltdowns that followed. They’re wondering what the fl oodwaters might do if they were to reach Fort Calhoun’s electrical systems.” – As we watch the 
repeated “unnatural” rain storms in that area, we start to wonder are those that are playing games with nature planning a meltdown? Ok, some may think 
I’m a nut for suggesting such a thing. If you are one that thinks this, look up H.A.A.R.P. when you get time. Still, even if I’m wrong about how the rains 
are coming, prophesy does predict it will get very bad very quickly. A nuclear meltdown in the center of the United States would be beyond describing. 
By the way, the reason the Japan nuclear plants melted down was because of fl ood waters. The same engineers that designed those plants are the very 
ones that designed ours. Still, as remnant Christians we know that no plague will come near our homes. But it’s about to get very rough for those that 
don’t trust our God. Jun 20 11, 13:35:19

United Nations Backs Gay Rights for First Time
“The United Nations endorsed the rights of gay, lesbian and transgender people for the fi rst time Friday, passing a resolution hailed as historic by the 
U.S. and other backers and decried by some African and Muslim countries. The declaration was cautiously worded, expressing “grave concern” about 
abuses because of sexual orientation and commissioning a global report on discrimination against gays.” – You know why Satan’s doing this? He calls it 
“discrimination” for a reason. In Scripture we are commanded try and warn the homosexuals who are in danger of hellfi re. But like the Jews 2000 years 
ago, the Christians are being asked by the powers that be not to preach. Since the apostles chose to “obey God rather than man.” (Acts 5:29) Should we 
do any less? By the way, this proves Rome’s homosexual agenda is on track. The Roman Catholic Vatican is the only religious body with a legal voice 
in U.N. meetings. This means they offi cially endorsed this act! But then, being the largest know organized group of homosexual men on earth, this was 
an easy turn of events to predict. Jun 19 11, 12:58:08

Obama Overruled Lawyers on Libya Air War
“President Barack Obama decided he could continue the air war in Libya without congressional approval despite rulings to the contrary from Justice De-
partment and Pentagon lawyers, according to published reports.” – This is the ultimate in unjust laws. The president of the United States illegally starts a 
war, (like Bush and Clinton did in their reign) and when he is subpoenaed to stand in court to answer for his crimes he “over rules” the court? So why do 
we have laws if when you have enough money and power you can ignore them? What most politicians fail to remember is, even their forefathers knew 
about a law they can never ignore. That law will soon be carried by the angel that fl ies before the Lord when that Eastern sky splits. All their money, all 
their power, and all their delusions of grander will fall like a house of cards before the Creator of all that is seen and unseen! Jun 19 11, 12:58:07

Kenya Investigated Obama ‘African Birth’
“Two letters purportedly written by Kenya’s immigration secretary during the 2008 U.S. presidential election campaign stated that offi cials in Nairobi 
could not fi nd evidence Obama was born in Kenya. But the offi cial said the government had “information” that relevant birth records may have been 
removed or were missing.” – The Vatican has massive power to not only hide Obama’s true identity, they also have the power to keep him in offi ce. So, 
even though there is so much evidence piling up against him as an illegal president, don’t expect him to be hoofi ng it anytime soon. In fact, if he gets to 
be too much of a problem, they may just do something very drastic like they did with JFK to smooth things over. So please pray for Obama. He may very 
well be between a rock and a hard place on this one, and for all intents and purposes, he may not even be aware of it. Rome is infamous when it comes 
to infi ltration. Truth is, Rome has used and killed many of her puppets in the past. So again, please pray for him.  Jun 17 11, 11:28:00

Obama Forgers Admit They Produced Phony Documents
“Radical supporters of Barack Obama have openly admitted to forging Obama birth certifi cates, going so far as to identify themselves by their usernames 
to claim responsibility on Internet blogs. They have described their activities as satire, a tactic designed to defl ect criminal charges that might otherwise 
be fi led against them for producing fraudulent offi cial government documents.” – So why is he still in offi ce? According to this article they posted the BC 
as a “joke” to avoid a problem for forgery. Or are they just saying that because they got caught? Doe sit matter? At the same time, the pro-Obama News 
Media posted the BC as authentic so as to gain the upper hand politically. Therefore, it’s a win win pack of lies for all concerned. Such “craftiness” is 
prophesied as a direct fruit of the Antichrist in Daniel 8:25. Jun 16 11, 11:04:18
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Wannabe Experts Claim Healthy Eating is a Mental Disorder
“Do you avoid foods that contain artifi cial colors and sweeteners, and stick to whole, unprocessed foods instead? If so, you just might have orthorexia, 
an imaginary “disease” created in 1997 by Dr. Steven Bratman that appears to be gaining more attention in recent days. According to a recent report in 
Yahoo! News, restricting one’s diet to healthy, pure foods is a compulsive disorder that requires cognitive behavior therapy in order to cure.” – Yes, this 
does appear laughable to say the least. Some make think the AMA is so blind they actually think this is a legit concern, when in fact they know exactly 
what they’re doing here. Just goes to show how twisted some minds will get when Satan has control. With their money, it’s possible the AMA can use 
this against God’s people in the coming days. Yes, it appears far fetched. But so did the idea that the AMA could get a court order to make you kill your 
baby not too many years ago. Seeing how the majority of judges out there are corrupt, it’s any man’s guess as to how bad this can get for those that do 
eat healthy. By the way, this is a direct attack on remnant Christians because like in the desert for 40 years, God is preparing His people with a better 
diet before they enter the promised land of New Jerusalem. This is just one more way Satan can point out who the Christians are to those that seek 
to persecute them. Jun 16 11, 11:12:25

Facebook Hires Former Clinton Press Secretary
“Facebook, the world’s largest online social network, has been padding its ranks with Washington insiders as it grows. Recently the company hired two 
aides of former President George W. Bush as lobbyists.” – They actually admit Facebook is run by government politicians. And what are government 
politicians known for? Following orders of their political god in Rome. It’s amazing how open the government is about all this, yet hundreds of millions 
of people are still using Facebook!. If this newest bold move of the government doesn’t convince you to get off Facebook, perhaps many more articles 
will. Visit http://www.remnantofgod.org/facebook.htm to see them. Jun 15 11, 14:40:28

Obama Administration Pushing for Illegals to Vote
“Arizona Attorney General Tom Horne today blasted the Obama Administration for fi ling a late amicus brief in the Ninth Circuit U.S. Court of Appeals that 
would push for the ability for illegal immigrants to vote.” –  Wonder if any of the scoffers will apologize for stating I was prophetically inept for suggesting 
Rome was going to fi nd a way for Roman Catholic illegal immigrants to vote to keep their men in offi ce? Truth is, I really don’t need an apology. Christian 
prophecy will be fulfi lled no matter how much some people think otherwise. Jun 14 11, 13:21:57

F.B.I. Agents Get Leeway to Push Privacy Bounds
“The Federal Bureau of Investigation is giving signifi cant new powers to its roughly 14,000 agents, allowing them more leeway to search databases, 
go through household trash or use surveillance teams to scrutinize the lives of people who have attracted their attention.” – With powers like these, 
the police can do whatever they please to whomever they please and the Constitution of the United States becomes null and void just as prophecy 
predicted it would. In fact, the Vatican admitted long ago that this was their plan all along. And still there are some that don’t trust Christian prophecy? 
Strangely enough, the mind of the scoffer was also prophesied. By the way, which databases are they searching? Facebook is one that has offered the 
U.S. Government free perusal to any account they want. Other online storage databases that come “free” with many android products are also open to 
the FBI as well. So be careful what you store in such places. Remember the old policemen’s adage? They can and will use whatever you say against 
you in a court of law. And seeing how they are allowed to lie and manipulate the facts in court, even if you didn’t say anything wrong, some of the more 
immoral will twist it to make it appear you did. Still.. does that matter? Not really. Especially since your God knows you’re innocent. Besides, if you do 
get arrested you can take the opportunity to glorify the Lord. Jun 13 11, 14:13:53

I Read the Qur’an Every Day - Blair
“Tony Blair has revealed that he reads the Qur’an every day. The former British prime minister said taking in a few pages of Islam’s holy book ensures 
he remains “faith-literate.” – Keep in mind, Tony Blair converted to Catholicism not too long ago so as to gain high offi ce in Europe. Rome commands 
his every move now, and seeing how Rome invented Islam to do as they’re doing today, he is being told to prop up Islam “as a Roman Catholic” so as 
to assure Rome pleases Islam enough to assure their fi nal agenda towards God’s remnant is on course. Yes that may seem like a hug conspiracy to 
some. But if you’re a Christian, and you believe Christian prophecy, you know we are the main target of Satan. All that is evil in the world is purposely 
designed by the enemy of souls to do what prophecy says he will do in these last day. So be it. We are still victorious no matter what because we wor-
ship the living God who has already defeated the enemy long ago. 2000 years ago to be exact. Jun 13 11, 14:13:53

New Reformation? German Catholics Calling for Change, Leaving Church
“A year after a widespread sex scandal rocked Roman Catholics in Pope Benedict XVI’s homeland, German intellectuals and faithful alike are turning 
their backs on the church, calling for change or simply leaving the congregation.” – Why aren’t American and Irish Catholics doing the same thing you 
ask? It’s because neither are the Germans. Bottom line is this. It’s not a “reformation” when you simply leave because your leaders are child rapists. It’s 
a reformation when you leave because your leaders preach heresy and deny Christ is Lord! Rome knows this problem isn’t going away for them anytime 
soon. However, if you make it appear as if Rome is being punished, it will make some believe the agenda to expose them is fi nally working. No, there is 
no reformation in Germany. Even if the Catholics leave the church as they say they will still embrace Antichrist’s theology in their new churches. Haven’t 
they learned anything from the church of England? Jun 13 11, 14:13:52

Law Bans ‘Distressing Images,’ Opens Your Facebook Inbox
“The republican executive of the state signed a ban on “distressing images” into law last week that we’re sure constitutional lawyers are going to have a 
fi eld day with. Anyone who sends or posts an image online (and yes, that includes TwitPics) that they “reasonably should know” would “cause emotional 
distress” could face several months in jail and thousands of dollars in fi nes. The best part? Anyone who stumbles across the image is a viable “victim” 
under the law and the government doesn’t even have to prove any harmful intent. So, Tennessee residents who aren’t cautious enough using Google 
image search could get a few people in trouble.” – If you don’t get off Facebook now, you will eventually be forced off and possibly sent to jail. Worse yet, 
your own children can get you jailed if they post anything the government fi nds offensive. Keep in mind. The government considers the Bible offensive 
to homosexuals. It won’t be long that any Christian graphics will become “offensive” enough to get you jailed. Do you need any more reasons to get off 
Facebook? If so, Visit http://www.remnantofgod.org/facebook.htm  Jun 12 11, 10:28:43

Christian Gays Ask Vatican to Condemn Homophobia
“Christian homosexuals wrote an open letter to Pope Benedict XVI on Friday ahead of Rome’s EuroPride festival, asking the Vatican to defend people 
who are persecuted for their sexual orientation. “We ask Your Holiness to condemn violence against lesbians, gays, bisexuals and transsexuals and to 
ensure that criminal punishment for sexual relations between people of the same sex are lifted around the world,” the letter said.” – First of all, you cannot 
be homosexual AND Christian. That is biblically impossible. And secondly, as crimes against homosexuals is a bad thing and should not be tolerated, 
crimes perpetrated by homosexuals in the church and in politics are far worse. They not only uplift sin and cause millions to deny biblical jurisprudence, 
they also jail anyone that seeks to help homosexuals out of their sinful lifestyles. Will Rome, the largest known homosexual organization known to man 
help them? I’m not so sure it isn’t Roman Catholic homosexuals that are being prodded by the Pope to make such a public request in the fi rst place. 
Politics hide behind many faces today. Still, prophecy does say homosexuality will be a major issue in the end, and this is one way to escalate it even 
further. Jun 12 11, 10:28:43

Arsenic Found in U.S. Chicken Supply
“The Food and Drug Administration released a statement Wednesday revealing that some chicken meat may contain small amounts of arsenic. The 
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Recently we have begun to convert many of my manuscripts from the main web 
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more tool to bless those trapped in darkness. Our tracts are also available 
in printed format as always. If you are interested in receiving any of this 

material, please detach this form along with a donation of any amount (to 
help cover the cost of printing and shipping), and mail to: Presents of God 
Ministry, P.O. Box 522, Fowler, Indiana 47944. Or use the self addressed 
envelope enclosed. We will joyfully send out your requested materials. 

Please choose from the list of available Booklets and Tracts on the 
reverse of this form.
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agency claims, however, that the actual amount is too minute to pose a danger to people who eat it.” – As we all know, government lies about anything 
that will make them lose money for their constituents that grease their palms. Therefore, it’s any mans guess as to how trustworthy the statement regard-
ing the arsenic not being “dangerous” is. What I would like to point out however is that it was prophesied that dairy products would become unsafe to eat 
in our day, and so it has! Truth is, most of its been unsafe for years. But then most Vegans already knew that. Jun 11 11, 12:17:02

District Would Rather Censor Christians Than Raise Funds
“A school district in California apparently would rather censor the Scriptures than raise funds. A stipulated dismissal has been fi led in U.S. District Court 
in Riverside, Calif., after the district canceled an entire fund raising program in which supporters donated funds to be allowed to post a message on a 
brick paver, rather than let a few Scripture references survive. ...Rather than allow the verses on a few pavers along walkways at Palm Desert High 
School, the Desert Sands Unifi ed School District censored everyone participating in the program and refunded their money.” – This is quite laughable to 
say the least. In an age where they worship money to such a crazed extent we see that their hatred of Christ supersedes their love of money? I wonder 
if we can get other events closed down using the Scripture as a way to expose their agenda prophetically? Think about it... The Scripture will be seen 
by many, so it’s good there of course because we know His Word won’t come back to Him void, (Isaiah 55:11) and the event will be shut down because 
they fear exposure. So, it’s a win win as far as I can see. The other toss of the coin is, why do schools hate Christ so much? It’s as Jesus said. They love 
the darkness more than the Light. Want proof? Click here to see how dark it is in the schools right now. Jun 10 11, 12:27:25

China Warns U.S. Debt-Default Idea is “Playing With Fire”
“any form of default could destabilize the global economy and sour already tense relations with big U.S. creditors such as China, government offi cials 
and investors warn.” – It’s looking more and more like what was planned back in the 1930’s to cause America to fall by overspending is well on course. 
To top it off, it was prophesied those that play such games, will see their riches rot. So be it! Jun 10 11, 12:32:30

Warning Issued That Islam is Coming
“Islam is like a cancer. It grows and expands until it eventually consumes and suffocates the host.” – If you will notice, this is exactly how Rome infi ltrated 
all the churches and Washington D.C. with Paganism as well as immoral politics. Their methods work so well in fact they are doing the same thing with 
Islam. If you’re new to this site you may not know Rome invented Islam to do as they’re doing right now. Click here for the proof. Now do you see why 
they needed a Muslim President in the White house? Prophecy will be fulfi lled. This much is guaranteed. Jun 10 11, 12:17:01

Santorum Outlines Campaign Vision, Says Religion is Essential to Democracy
“Introduced by his wife Karen and joined on stage by his seven children, former Republican Pennsylvania Sen. Rick Santorum offi cially launched his 
campaign for president on June 8 at a rally held at the Somerset, Pa. County Courthouse. ...Santorum, 53, is currently one of two Catholics to enter the 
race to be the country’s next president. Newt Gingrich, the former Speaker of the House and Catholic convert, announced his run last month. ...Yes, 
absolutely. I am certainly compelled by my faith to help engage in making this a better country, supporting a culture of life, and confronting the enemies 
of freedom.” – Catholic Senator Rick Santorum, Governor Rick Perry, Newt Gingrich, Mike Huckabee and a few others all know Rome’s plan to tip the 
scales of evil so far over the edge in D.C. has done its work to force the people to seek “godly” men in offi ce. So, the politicians are merely doing all they 
can to be elected so as to become the man Rome makes famous and more powerful than any man on earth. So of course, they will do whatever Rome 
demands of them. This most assuredly includes religious laws! This is why they are all speaking of religious things in their campaign. They are readying 
the people for the prophesied Sunday Laws. Jun 10 11, 12:17:01

Heat Burst Sends temp in Wichita soaring to 102 in middle of night
“We went from 85 to 102 in 20 minutes,” said Stephanie Dunten, a meteorologist with the National Weather Service in Wichita. The surge in tempera-
tures began at 12:22 a.m. when a pocket of hot air in the upper atmosphere collapsed to the surface, Dunten said. That sent winds of more than 50 
miles an hour through the city as the air hit the ground and spread out.” – They of course lied and said a thunderstorm dropped its heat downward. First 
of all, I am not a young man and NEVER have I heard of such a thing. In fact, in my youth I studied meteorology and even then there was no such thing. 
Plus, heat doesn’t “fall” at all. It “rises.” Any hot air balloon enthusiast can attest to that. Those of us that study prophecy know strange occurrences in the 
weather will be the norm nearer the end. This is just one more of those days. And by the way, yes I am very aware that HAARP bulges the atmosphere 
outward and when they “let go” it snaps back. Could it be that’s what happened in Wichita? Jun 09 11, 12:28:47

Facebook Quietly Switches on Facial Recognition Tech by Default
“Facebook has rolled out its facial recognition technology to countries outside of the US, but has switched the feature on by default without telling its 
users fi rst.” – Surprised? I’m not. This way they can have hundreds of millions of people in the system before they even know how to switch the “feature” 
off. And as we all know, once they have your picture, they keep it. You have been warned.. for some, I am sorry to say, it’s now too late. For more info 
on how dangerous Facebook is, Visit http://www.remnantofgod.org/facebook.htm. Jun 09 11, 12:05:15

Flap Over Facebook Facial Recognition
FYI: “While other photo software and online services such as Google Inc’s Picasa and Apple Inc’s iPhoto use facial recognition technology, the use of 
the technology on an internet social network like Facebook, which counts more than 500 million users, could raise thorny privacy issues.” –Are you still 
on Facebook? I hope not. All sorts of problems will eventually come about by using it. Facebook is extremely dangerous. Visit http://www.remnantofgod.
org/facebook.htm for more articles confi rming this. Jun 8 11, 12:45:10

For more news and information, Visit us online at:  www.remnantofgod.org



Picnic Pasta Salad

1 lb. pasta (macaroni or rotini) cooked
1/2 cup chopped celery
1/2 cup chopped red onion
1 cup vegan mayonnaise
1 teaspoon stone-ground mustard
2 teaspoons lemon juice
1/2 cup sweet pickle relish
1/2 cup halved grape tomatoes
1/2 cup diced red bell pepper
2 teaspoons vegan sugar
1/4 teaspoon sea salt
Freshly ground pepper to taste

Order and Donation Form

Name

Address

City, State, Zip

Total Donation Amount

Please send me a copy of the item(s) checked below:

 Booklets: Characteristics of Antichrist       People, Get Ready!       False Prophecies       Mark of the Beast      
  Prophetic Symbols        The Attack on the Bible “Bogus Bibles”

Tracts: The Antichrist       Mark of the Beast       Is Sunday the Christian Sabbath?       Sabbath Justifi ed

Thank you for your generous support!  Please make donation payable to: Presents of God ministry

For Your Health Recipe

Presents of God Ministry Weekly Conference Schedule

Monday @ 7:00pm CT (1:00am GMT)
Bible & SOP study. (Only in poGm Conference)

Wednesday @ 7:00pm CT (1:00am GMT)
Bible & SOP study. (Only in poGm Conference)

Friday @ 8:00pm CT (2:00am GMT)
Bible and SOP study.
(Simulcast LIVE on WTPR radio & Teleconference) 

Sabbath (Saturday) @ 11:00am CT (5:00pm GMT)
Children’s Sabbath School.
(Simulcast LIVE on WTPR radio & Teleconference) 

Sabbath (Saturday) @ 12:00pm CT (6:00pm GMT)
Study and worship.
(Simulcast LIVE on WTPR radio & Teleconference)

Sabbath (Saturday) @ 4:00pm CT (10:00pm GMT)
Family study and worship. (Only in poGm Conference)

Please join us every Sabbath, LIVE

poGm Conference Room:poGm Conference Room:
www.remnantofgod.net/pogm-conf.phpwww.remnantofgod.net/pogm-conf.php

Teleconference:Teleconference:
Dial-in Number:  1-(712) 432-1620 Dial-in Number:  1-(712) 432-1620 

Access Code:  289649#Access Code:  289649#
After you dial the number you will be asked to enter After you dial the number you will be asked to enter 

the access code. Enter it and you will be immediately the access code. Enter it and you will be immediately 
logged on. There is no charge for this servicelogged on. There is no charge for this service

WTRP Radio (Internet):WTRP Radio (Internet):
www.remnantofgod.org/wtpr.htmwww.remnantofgod.org/wtpr.htm
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Combine cooled pasta with the rest of the 
ingredients in a large bowl. 
Refrigerate for at least 
an hour or overnight 
and serve chilled.


